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March 2021 News
COVID-19 UPDATE
With the first phase of the rollout of the Covid vaccine underway we are still waiting
on further information as to where and when the vaccine will be available to our
patients and the wider community. We will endeavour to keep you up to date as
information becomes available.

The current phase (1a, which is expected to be up to 1.4m doses)
includes:
- residents and staff of aged and disability care facilities
- medi-hotel staff
- airport staff
- health care workers working in high exposure and
transmission areas (COVID testing clinics and emergency
departments)
The next phase (1b) is anticipated to include up to 14.8 million
doses, remembering that two doses per person is required. Making sure that everyone receives their two doses will take considerable coordination and it is a good
opportunity to remind everyone to ensure that their details are up to date with
Medicare as a record of your vaccination will be included on the Australian Immunisation Record (AIR). Having your vaccination recorded in this way will mean that
you can provide proof of vaccination via your myGov account or by contacting AIR
if required.
As we know the media can be great at getting information out to people but there
are times when the message they deliver is not 100% accurate. With this in mind
we encourage you to rely on reputable sources of information to help you make informed choices and stay up to date with the latest information.
The following websites are able to provide accurate and relevant information:
SA Health: www.covidvaccine.sa.gov.au
Therapeutic Goods Administration: www.tga.gov.au
Aust Govt Dept of Health: www.health.gov.au
World Health Organisation: www.who.int
We encourage you to download the COVIDSafe app to help protect yourself and
others.
OPEN HOURS
Please remember that our normal opening hours are from 8am to 6pm Monday to
Friday with a later close on Wednesday evenings, Saturday morning 8am —1130.
Please call during these times to make an appointment as the after hours GP
is unable to help you with this.
PTO

TEAM CARE ARRANGEMENTS
Team care arrangements are just as they sound, an agreement between a team of
practitioners about how to help their patient. With a team care arrangement in
place you can have up to 5 subsidised visits with an allied health professional
specific to your needs in a calendar year.
It is worth investing a bit of time looking into the
type of professional that would best suit you and
your condition for these 5 visits as once they are
in place they cannot be reviewed for 3 months.
Whilst these visits do not expire as such and can
flow into the following year they are not
accumulative meaning you can still only have 5 in
any calendar year. If you think that you might be
eligible for this or have any questions please ask
at your next appointment and we can arrange a
time for you to discuss your options with one of
our nurses.

SATURDAY MORNING FEES
There has been a change to how we bill our Saturday morning clinics.
Previously, patients holding a government issued concession card and children
under the age of 16 have been routinely bulk billed.
From March the 1st this will no longer occur.
This change in policy has been discussed for some time and with the rising costs
associated with having the practice open on Saturday mornings it has become
necessary to implement.
Payment will be expected in full at the time of consult and using our TYRO
machine, providing you have a savings or cheque account, we can give you the
Medicare rebate amount straight back on to your card.
If you are in this group affected by fee changes on Saturday mornings we would
like to remind you that we will continue to bulk bill government concession card
holders and children under the age of 16 on weekdays.
PHONE CONSULTS
It has been a challenging 12 months in health care seeing many changes to the way general practice runs. Phone consults have made your
GP more accessible and it has been a great way to provide our patients
with the care they need when coming into the surgery has not been
practical. Please be mindful that phone consults were made available
by Medicare in order to avoid unnecessary risk during the COVID pandemic and as such, they may not continue after the 31st of March.

